
Warm-up and get those legs ready for a
ready! Relax those shoulders away from
the ears, keep a little bend in the elbow.
Make sure that pedal stroke stays in a
nice circular motion throughout. Form
should never be choppy - no matter what
resistance is on there! Always keep good
form over heavy resistance..

SONG :  UNWRITTEN

ART IST :  NATASHA BED INGF IELD

All out power at 110 RPM max for 20
seconds, making sure hips aren't wobbling
side to side as you pick it up. You want those
20 seconds to be over! Take 10 seconds off.
Get two big breaths in during this time. The
music does the counting for you during this
song!

SONG :  DON ' T  STOP BEL IEV ING

( TABATA REMIX )  

ART IST :  POWER MUSIC  WORKOUT

Time to get back on that hill! Rotate
between the seating and standing position.
Find the base of that hill (so there is
resistance on that bike; 80 RPM). Every 30
seconds, change between a seat and
standing climb, adding resistance each time
you go to position 3 for that standing climb.
Make sure to overload when you add to 3. 

SONG :  LOVE ME LESS

ART IST :  MAX &  QU IN  XC I I

Take this into a traditional standing climb,
starting at 80 RPM. On a scale of 1-10, make
that resistance around a 4. Every 30
seconds, add resistance. The top of
everyone's hill is different. Stop when that
form feels choppy. There should never be
pain in the knees or hips. 

SONG :  WHAT ' S UP ?  

ART IST :  4  NON BLONDES

10 seconds of rest. 20 seconds of that Tabata
style work & then 30 seconds of a heavy hill.
Think resistance wise that you're halfway up the
hill. You can stay seated or standing -- your call.
The change in resistance will really push that
heart rate. Make sure to have your 20-second
speed loaded when you're on that 10-second
break.

SONG :  S IR  DUKE ( 1 2 8 BPM 3 2  COUNT )

ART IST :  POWER MUSIC  WORKOUT

The finale! Load enough gear to do some intense
running in that saddle. Pick it up at the :40
second mark for 10 seconds, start again at the
1:20 mark and go to 2:00. Then your final push
will be 2:25 mark until the end of the song.Make
sure to take time to get that heart rate down
while still pedaling -- at least another song. Then
stretch out those hamstrings, quads and calves.

SONG :   WHEN LOVE TAKES OVER

ART IST :  DAV ID  GUETTA

At-Home Spinning
CREATED BY  INSTRUCTOR KAT IE

1 Jog in 2. Remember to have enough gear
to stay nice and in control of that jog so
you're not bouncing. Keep the weight
over the pedals. If you have a monitor,
stay between 70-90 RPM.

SONG :  M IGHT  BE  R IGHT

ART IST :  WHITE  REAPER

Seated climb. Start RPMs at 80. On each
chorus (:41, 1:40 & 2:43) make a big turn on
the resistance. After the chorus, remove
half of that resistance for your new base.
Don't be afraid to get that heart rate out of
that comfort zone! Recovery is coming up!

SONG :  THE  CHAMPION

ART IST :  CARR IE  UNDERWOOD3
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Use the beginning of this song to recover
from that heart rate. Then when the beat
picks up, go for those 4 count jumps.
Make sure to switch the lead leg that
propels you out of the saddle. Take
breaks as needed.

SONG :  SUN IS  SH IN ING

ART IST :  LOST  FREQUENCIES

Now we'll combine the work of the past
songs. Do 1 one minute of the jog here, 1
minute of 4 count jumps and 30 seconds
of the seated climb (resistance modeling
about halfway up that hill, at about 70
RPM).

SONG :  PARTY T IL  WE D IE  

ART IST :  MAKJ  &  T IMMY TRUMPET

Getting close to the finish line! Take those jumps
on a hill with that 4 count jump. Make sure
there's enough resistance to propel you nice and
safely into position 3, hands at the edge of the
handlebars. Keep those hips back as you go into
3.  Take breaks as needed.

SONG :   WHAT A  MAN GOTTA DO

ART IST :  JONAS BROTHERS
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